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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the pricing strategy model deployed at Airbnb,
an online marketplace for sharing home and experience. The goal of
price optimization is to help hosts who share their homes on Airbnb
set the optimal price for their listings. In contrast to conventional
pricing problems, where pricing strategies are applied to a large
quantity of identical products, there are no “identical” products on
Airbnb, because each listing on our platform offers unique values
and experiences to our guests. The unique nature of Airbnb list-
ings makes it very difficult to estimate an accurate demand curve
that’s required to apply conventional revenue maximization pricing
strategies.

Our pricing system consists of three components. First, a binary
classification model predicts the booking probability of each listing-
night. Second, a regression model predicts the optimal price for
each listing-night, in which a customized loss function is used to
guide the learning. Finally, we apply additional personalization
logic on top of the output from the second model to generate the
final price suggestions. In this paper, we focus on describing the
regression model in the second stage of our pricing system. We also
describe a novel set of metrics for offline evaluation. The proposed
pricing strategy has been deployed in production to power the Price
Tips and Smart Pricing tool on Airbnb. Online A/B testing results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Airbnb is an online marketplace for sharing homes and experiences,
where guests who seek accommodation are matched to hosts who
have spare rooms to share. In this two-sided marketplace, pricing
is an important lever to better match supply and demand. As a
platform provider, Airbnb does not control how our hosts set prices
for their listings, but we do provide various tools to help our hosts
set their prices more effectively. For example, we allow hosts to
set customized daily prices, weekend prices, discounts for long
term stays, etc. We also provide price suggestions to our hosts. Our
price suggestions are presented to our hosts in two different ways.
First, we have “Price Tips” (shown in Fig. 1), where we color code
current prices on the calendar to inform hosts how likely the night
is to be booked, and once the host selects a particular night, we
show them our price tip in the price setting panel on the right side
of the calendar. Additionally, explanations about our tips are also
provided. We should note that “Price Tips” obliges hosts to review
and, if they are agreeable, adopt our suggestions every day, in order
to keep up with the latest tips. To make price tips adoption easier
for our hosts, we introduced “Smart Pricing”. With “Smart Pricing”,
hosts can set a min price and a max price between which they
would like their prices to fall. Then new price suggestions that are
between the min and max prices are automatically adopted for all
available nights. Fig. 2 shows the calendar of a listing with “Smart
Pricing”.
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Due to uncertainty about demand in each time period, optimal
prices often vary over time. This is a typical dynamic pricing prob-
lem, where Airbnb hosts offer “nights” to be sold over a fixed time
horizon. Our price suggestions are generated by a machine learn-
ing algorithm and are updated every day according to our best
understanding about the current status of market dynamics. The
objective of this model is to determine a dynamic pricing strategy
that helps hosts set the optimal price for the entire selling period. In
this paper, we describe the algorithms that underpin the dynamic
pricing system used in “Price Tips” and “Smart Pricing”.

Figure 1: A snapshot of Price Tips.

Figure 2: A snapshot of Smart Pricing.

1.1 Related Works
The growth of Airbnb has attracted substantial academic attention.
Most research has focused on Airbnb’s competitiveness to its coun-
terpart, hotel industries, and its challenges. For example, Zervas
et al. [18] studied the impact of Airbnb in Texas area on the local
hotel industry, quantified the causal impact on prices to be −8% on
average and described the non-uniformity of the impact on various
hotel ranges, where low-priced hotels were among themost affected.
Quattrone et al. [13] studied Airbnb listings in London from 2012
to 2015 and proposed an algorithmic policy-making procedure, in
which the regulations could be made more responsive to the evolv-
ing nature of sharing economies. Ikkala et al. studied howmonetary
reward could incentivize network hospitality in Airbnb. Authors
in [8] applied the geographically weighted regression (GWR) ap-
proach to identify some factors that are correlated with Airbnb
listing prices. Similar efforts have been seen in [9, 11, 16] to identify
possible factors that correlate with Airbnb listing prices.

1.2 Dynamic Pricing at Airbnb
In this section, we discuss two unique challenges of the dynamic
pricing problem at Airbnb.

Demand Estimation
Studies of dynamic pricing often focus on homogeneous products
[6]. By tracking how demand varies with respect to price for a
large number of identical products, a demand curve F (P) can be
estimated, which determines demand as a function of price P . Then
the problem of revenue maximization is to find the price P that
yields maximal P×F (P). The key to the success of this approach is to
get an accurate estimation of the demand function F (P). There has
been an increasing interest in using machine learning approaches
for demand estimation [2, 15]. In the Airbnb pricing problem, the
demand function F (P) is not just a function of price, as it also
varies across time and listings. Let’s denote the demand function
as F (P , t , id), where t is time and id is a unique id for a listing on
Airbnb. Next, we explain why the demand can vary over time and
listing.

Time-varying: There are two main factors that cause the demand
function to be time-varying. (1) Seasonality and events: travel ac-
tivities subject to quite strong seasonal variation. Fig. 3 shows the
global Google search trend for “Airbnb” over the past five years.
We can see that there is a strong seasonality pattern. During the
summertime, more people search “Airbnb” with Google. This is
perhaps because more people are doing travel planning during
the summer. Of course, for different countries, the seasonality pat-
tern will be different. If we zoom into a particular region, we may
observe a stronger seasonality pattern. In addition to seasonality,
special events also cause a surge in demand for certain nights in
the region where the event is held. (2) Lead time: Let’s denote the
current date as ds and the night that we are interested in estimating
demand for as ds_niдht . Then lead time is the distance between ds
and ds_niдht . As lead time reduces, there are less opportunities for
this night to be booked, which leads to the change in the demand
function.

Figure 3: Google trend for Airbnb worldwide over 5 Years
[Data source: Google Trends www.google.com/trends]

Listing-varying: Unlike hotels, where all the rooms of the same
type are identical, Airbnb listings are all quite different. For example,
in addition to standard housing properties, there are also castles,
tree houses, boats, etc on Airbnb. The demand for a treehouse can
be quite different from the demand for a standard single family
house. Even if we only consider single family houses in the same
neighborhood with the same person capacity, a listing with 100+
five star reviews will be more popular than a new listing. When
demand is sufficiently high for the neighborhood, listings with
more good reviews may be able to charge higher prices without
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hurting the occupancy rate, while increasing price may hurt the
booking probability of a new listing more.

The time-varying and listing-varying nature of demand makes
estimating demand function F (P , t , id) extremely hard. We will
discuss more about the challenges in Section 2.

Partial Price Adoption
In conventional pricing settings, e.g. hotel, airline, retail pricing, the
firm who owns the product has the full control of how to set prices,
so that they can experiment and explore different pricing strategies
and observe the market responses. The fact that our suggested
prices are only “partially” adopted by our hosts introduces addi-
tional complexity when designing a feasible pricing strategy. Hosts
who use “Price Tips” may select only some of our price suggestions
and the adoption is often biased towards higher suggestions. For
“Smart Pricing” users, the estimated “optimal price” may be out of
the min-max bound set by the host. For example, some hosts may
set a very high min-price and as a result, prices for most of their
nights are min-bounded.

1.3 Our approach
Due to the difficulties in estimating an accurate demand curve
F (P , t , id), directly applying a revenue maximization strategy often
fails to maximize revenue for our hosts in practice. To overcome
this difficulty, we build a second model that maps F (P , t , id) to price
suggestions. We call this model the pricing strategy model. It is a
regression model that is trained by minimizing a customized loss
function. Previous work on using regression model for estimating
market values often assume the market value of each product is
linear in the value of product features [1, 4, 5], our model, on the
other hand, is highly non-linear. First, we model the demand func-
tion using a Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) [3, 7], which is a
non-linear mapping from a large set of raw features to an estimated
booking probability. Next, the booking probability is mapped to the
suggestion via another non-linear function which we will discuss in
more detail in Sec. 4. The customized loss function for training the
pricing strategy model is inspired by the ϵ-insensitive loss function
used in the Support Vector Regression (SVR) [14]. However, our
loss function differs from the ϵ-insensitive loss in that we do not
have an accurate target variable and instead of using a constant ϵ
for all training samples, ϵ varies for different training samples and
its value is determined by a price range into which we believe an
optimal price should fall.

Our contributions are two-fold. First, we introduce a set of met-
rics that can be used to measure the effectiveness of a pricing
strategy. Second, we propose a customized regression model to
learn a pricing strategy that can help minimize “bad” suggestions
defined by the proposed metrics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec.
2, we give an overview of the pricing system, introduce the booking
probability model and show how the pricing strategy model fits in
the system. In Sec. 3, we propose a set of evaluation metrics. Then,
we describe the pricing strategy model in details in Sec. 4. Finally,
we present results from both offline and online experiments to show
that the proposed strategy model helps to optimize revenue better
compared to a direct revenue maximization strategy.

2 PRICING SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The pricing system (shown in Fig. 4) consists of three main com-
ponents. First, a binary classification model predicts the booking
probability of each listing-night. Second, a per-listing regression
model predicts the “optimal” price for each listing-night, in which
a customized loss function is used to guide the learning. Predicted
booking probability from the first model is used as an input feature
for the regression model. Finally, we apply additional personaliza-
tion logic incorporating hosting goals, special events, etc on top
of the output from the second model to generate the final price
suggestions.

Figure 4: Overview of the pricing system.

2.1 The Booking Probability Model
In order to estimate the demand curve for each-listing night, we
build a booking probability model. The objective of learning is to
predict whether an available future night of a specific listing will be
booked as of the day we make this prediction, which is a standard
binary classification problem. Here are examples of features that
we used in this model.

• Listing Features: listing price per night, room type, person
capacity, the number of bedrooms/bathrooms, amenities,
locations, reviews, historical occupancy rate, instant booking
enabled, etc.

• Temporal Features: seasonality (the day of the year, day of
the week, etc), the calendar availability (e.g. the gap between
check in and check out), distance between ds and ds_night,
etc.

• Supply and demand dynamics: number of available listings
in the neighborhood, listing views, searches/contacts rates,
etc.

We used a Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) [3, 7] to predict
the booking probability. Instead of training a global GBM model
with a constant sampling rate of training data, we found that a
better performance, in terms of global AUC, can be achieved by
training a separate GBM model for each market with an adaptive
training data sampling rate as illustrated in Figure 5. Markets with
high density of listings benefit from the location-based models the
most, which we sample at a rate higher than the global constant
sampling rate.
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Figure 5: Example of adaptive sampling.

Figure 6: Example of estimated and real demand curve.

The predicted booking probility as a function of price gives us an
estimated demand curve. Fig. 6 shows an example of the estimated
demand curve. It is derived by scoring the booking probability
model at different price points in a range. The x-axis is Fig. 6 repre-
sents a normalized price range, where the price ratio 1.0 indicates
the listing price. The estimated demand curve may not be accurate,
the green curve in Fig. 6 represents the underlying true demand
curve. When the price ratio goes to 0.0, i.e. the listing-night is free,
we expect the booking probabilities from both curves approach 1.0.
On the other hand, when the price ratio approaches ∞, we would
expect the booking probabilities to approach 0.0.

The challenges of deriving an accurate elasticity estimation are
of three kinds:

• Data sparseness: Most listings on Airbnb do not vary their
nightly prices dramatically. For example, a private room at
San Francisco that’s normally priced at $150 may never be

priced lower than $50, or higher than $500. As a result, we
don’t have observations of the price points that are far away
from the listing “base” price, whichmakes price extrapolation
very difficult.

• Sample uniqueness: The uniqueness of listings makes it hard
to generalize the learning from one listing to others.

• Feature dependency: Some raw features are price dependent,
for example, the searches or listing views are usually nega-
tively correlated with the price feature. Another example is
the occupancy rate feature, some hosts may set their listing
prices too high so that their occupancy rate is very low. It
may require additional models to learn how they are corre-
lated. Therefore, simply scoring the model by varying price
features alone cannot derive the true demand curve.

Due to these challenges, getting an accurate demand curve at
listing-night level is extremely difficult. We have tried to directly
apply revenue maximization strategies based on our estimated
demand curve, but online A/B testing results showed that these
methods often fail to optimize revenue for our hosts in practice.
Therefore, we decide to pursue alternative solutions and rethink
about what is optimal price point and what would be the right
offline evaluation metrics. In the next section, we introduce a set of
metrics for offline evaluation.

3 EVALUATING PRICE SUGGESTION
Unlike conventional supervised learning problems, where a label
is often available for each training sample, we don’t really have
a ground-truth of “optimal” price. This makes evaluating price
suggestions a non-trivial problem. In this section, we describe a set
of evaluation metrics that we use to characterize the quality of our
price suggestions.

3.1 Motivation
The proposed metrics are derived from our intuitions about where
the “optimal” price should fall and what would be a bad price sug-
gestion. Let’s denote the actual price of a listing-night listed on
airbnb P , our suggested price as Psug and the “optimal” price (if
exists) as Po . We regard Psug as bad in the following two cases:

• The listing-night was booked and Psug < P : in this case, the
listing-night was booked at P , but we are suggesting a lower
price. This means if the host had adopted our suggestion,
there would be P−Psug loss in revenue. Therefore, we should
have Po >= P .

• The listing-night was not booked and Psug >= P : in this
case, the listing-night was not booked at P and we are sug-
gesting higher prices, the probability of booking would be
even smaller. Therefore we regard Psug as a bad suggestion
and we should have Po < P .

There are also cases where we cannot make a conclusion about
whether the suggestion is good or bad.

• The listing-night was booked and Psug >= P : in this case,
our suggestion is higher than the booking price. We don’t
know if the host had adopted our suggestion, the listing-
night would still be booked or not.
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Booking Non-Booking
Psug >= P a b
Psug < P c d

Table 1: Number of samples

• The listing-night was not booked and Psug < P : in this case,
if the host had priced lower, the probability of booking for
the listing-night would be higher. But if Psug is too low, e.g.
lower than the inherent cost of hosting, it may still be bad
for the host even if the night can be booked at Psug.

3.2 Metric Definition
Assuming the number of suggestions in each of the four cases are
defined in Table 1, we define a set of metrics as follows:

• PriceDecreaseRecall (PDR): among all non-booked nights,
the percentage of suggestions that are lower than calendar
prices.

PDR =
d

b + d
(1)

We illustrate the meaning of PDR in Fig. 7. In this case, 3 of 5
of unbooked nights have suggestions lower than the actual
prices. By definition, we have PDR = 0.6.

• Price Decrease Precision (PDP): among all cases where
Psug < P , the percentage of nights that are non-booked.

PDP =
d

c + d
(2)

• Price Increase Recall (PIR): among all booked nights, the
percentage of suggestions that are higher than or equal to
calendar prices.

PIR =
a

a + c
(3)

• Price Increase Precision (PIP): among all cases where
Psug >= P , the percentage of nights that are booked.

PIP =
a

a + b
(4)

• Booking Regret (BR):

BR =medianbookinдs (max(0,
P − Psug

P
)) (5)

Fig. 8 illustrate our BR metric. In this case, on two occasions
our suggestion was at or above the booked price. On two
occasions suggested prices were below booked prices, by
14%($15), 5%($10), and 6%($5). Therefore, BR = Median(14,
5, 6, 0, 0) = 5%.

A good set of offline evaluation metrics should be tied to the on-
line business metrics that we are trying to drive. In other words, the
improvement on our offline evaluation metrics should yield a lift in
our business metrics with high likelihood, so that they can be used
to guide our offline strategy hyper-parameter tuning and model
development. Among the proposed metrics, we found that PDR
and BR are well correlated with the online business metrics. In par-
ticular, PDR is correlated with the bookings gain. Intuitively, PDR
measures how likely our suggested prices are to be lower than the
current listing prices for a non-booked listing-night. Our suggested

Figure 7: Example of Price Decrease Recall(PDR).

Figure 8: Example of Booking Regret(BR).

prices, in this case, might help improve the competitiveness of those
unsuccessful listing-nights. On the other hand, BR measures how
close our suggested prices are to those booked prices, where the
booked prices, in general, indicate the prices were set successfully
and competitive in the markets. Pricing strategies with lower BR
usually help to earn more trust from our hosts. The pricing strategy
should try to jointly optimize PDR and BR. However, in practice,
there is almost always trade-off among these metrics. Usually, a
strategy that suggests lower prices can often improve PDR but hurt
BR.

4 STRATEGY MODEL
4.1 Objective Function
The objective function of the strategy model training was inspired
by the intuition about where the “optimal” price should lie as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.1. Given N training samples {x i ,yi }Ni=1, where
x i represents input features associated with the listing-night; yi
indicates booking status: for booked sample yi = 1, and yi = 0 for
non-booked sample.

The list of features x i consists of:
(1) The calendar price Pi set by the host.
(2) The guest booking probability of the listing-night qi , which

is the output of the booking probability model described in
Sec. 2.1.

(3) Market demand signals: there might be other demand related
signals that are not fully captured by the booking probabil-
ity model, which we incorporate in the strategy layer. This
allows us to quickly respond to market demand.

The suggested price for x i is denoted as fθ (x i ), where θ is a set
of parameters that need to be learned for the mapping function f .
Details about fθ will be discussed in Sec. 4.2. Our proposed loss
function is inspired by the ϵ-insensitive loss used in SVR. Fig. 9
shows a comparison between ϵ-insensitive loss and our customized
loss function. In the ϵ-insensitive loss, a golden label is required. In
our case, we do not know exactly what the “optimal” price is, but
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we can derive a price range from business insight into which we
believe the “optimal” price may fall.

Figure 9: (a) ϵ-insensitive loss. (b) The proposed loss func-
tion.

The objective of learning is to minimize the loss L:

L = argmin
θ

N∑
i=1

(L(Pi ,yi ) − fθ (x i ))
+ + (fθ (x i ) −U (Pi ,yi ))

+ (6)

where the superscripted “+”’ is taken by max(0, ·). We use L(Pi ,yi )
and U (Pi ,yi ) for the lower bound and the upper bound of the
optimal price range, respectively. If suggestions fall between the
upper bound and the lower bound, the loss is 0; otherwise, the loss
is the distance between the suggestion and the bound. In particular,
L andU are defined as follows

L(Pi ,yi ) = yi · Pi + (1 − yi ) · c1Pi (7)

For booked listing-nights, the lower bound L(Pi ,yi ) is the book-
ing price Pi , while for the non-booked listing nights, the lower
bound is c1Pi , where c1 is a constant ∈ (0, 1) .

Figure 10: Loss function (a) positive sample. (b) negative sam-
ple.

U (Pi ,yi ) = (1 − yi ) · Pi + yi · c2Pi (8)

For non-booked listing-nights, the upper bound U (Pi ,yi ) is the
calendar price Pi at which the sample was not booked. For booked
listing-night, the upper bound is c2Pi , where c2 > 1 is a constant.
The constants c1 and c2 are parameters learned via hyper-parameter
searches to optimize for the best outcome for hosts and marketplace.

Fig. 10 illustrates the loss function for positive and negative sam-
ples. It is important to note that the design of the strategy model
objective function is directly tied to offline evaluation metrics de-
scribed in Sec. 3. For a training sample of a booked listing-night,
when the suggested price falls in the range of (Pi , c2Pi ), the loss L

is reduced to 0, which also leads to booking regret metric reach-
ing a minimum at 0. For a training sample consisting of a non-
booked listing-night, when the price suggestion falls in the range
of (ciPi , Pi ), the loss L is reduced to 0, which also leads to a higher
PDR because the suggested price is lower than the calendar price
Pi .

In particular, if c1 = c2 = 1 in Eq. (7)-(8), it gives L = U and the
corresponding “optimal price”’ will be exactly the calendar price
Pi . Therefore, c1 and c2 are chosen such that U − L is wider than
commonly used ϵ for regression.

4.2 Demand-Enhanced Pricing
In the previous section, we have discussed the training objective
of the strategy model. This section describes a specific functional
form, mapping input features to price suggestions. There are several
assumptions behind this model:

(1) For the same listing, suggested price is positively correlated
with the booking probability at current price. This is to en-
sure that our price suggestions are responsive to changes in
booking probability.

(2) Price suggestions are centered around the most representa-
tive price that is often set by the host, with learnable increas-
ing/decreasing magnitudes.

(3) Additional demand signals that are not fully captured by the
booking probability model should be easily plugged in.

Based on above assumptions, we introduce an asymmetric exponent-
exponential form model, which applies price increases/decreases
upon the calendar price with magnitude learned from data. The
price suggestion Psug is given by

Psug = P ·V , (9)

where the increase/decrease magnitude V is

V =


1 + θ1(qφ

−qD
H − θ2) if D > 0,

1 + θ1(qφ
−(1−q)D
L − θ2) if D ≤ 0;

(10)

P is the representative calendar price1 set by the host, q is the
booking probability at P estimated by the model described in Sec. 2,
and D is a demand score derived from additional demand signals at
the cluster level. A cluster is a group of similar listings. For example,
we can group listings in the same market to one cluster.

In the above equation, θ1 controls the ratio of maximal price
increasing/decreasing magnitude and θ2 tweaks when we suggest
the original calendar price (i.e. Psug = P ). Given θ1 and θ2, Psug is
monotonically increasingwith booking probabilityq, which ensures
that we suggest higher prices for listing nights with higher booking
probabilities.

The demand score D is normalized by adjusting cluster level
demand signals onto a common Gaussian scale. The higher the
value of D, the higher the demand in the corresponding cluster.
The demand constants 1 < φL < φH < 2 are chosen to control the
extent to which the suggestion curves bend. We do not use the same
constants for price increases and decreases since we would like the
training system to learn the ratios asymmetrically. In this way, price

1There are different ways to determining the representative prices, for example, it can
be the median booked price for a listing with booking history
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suggestions can reflect the demand sensitivity more thoroughly
by taking advantage of the non-linear manner in which markets
perceive demand and supply. A simple illustration is shown in Fig.
11.

Figure 11: Demand-enhanced pricing strategy illustration.

In (10), θ1 and θ2 are parameters trained at the listing level.
This formulation provides a good demand-reflective region for
the parameters learning. The demand-enhanced strategy gives a
straightforward gradient calculation:

∂V

∂θ1
= pφ

−pD
H − θ2, (11)

∂V

∂θ2
= −θ1, (12)

which yields Psug to this end.

4.3 Training
4.3.1 Listing-Level Training. Airbnb listing prices can be sig-

nificantly different from each other – even listings that belong to
the same type and market. And each listing’s optimal strategy is
also heavily subject to its own properties and hosting preferences.
Therefore unlike the booking probability model which is trained
on listing clusters, the strategy model is trained for each individual
of the total 4 million+ active listings on Airbnb. We still prepare
market-level and global-level fallback parameters in case a list-
ing has insufficient training samples, e.g. new listings with zero
bookings or listings with most of the calendar nights blocked.

4.3.2 Parameter Constraints. We introduce several parameter
constraints to guarantee pricing results land in heuristically rea-
sonable regions:

l1 <= θ1 <= µ1 (13)
l2 <= θ2 <= µ2 (14)

where (l1, l2, µ1, µ2) serve as box constraints to limit parameter
ranges. For example, in real-life experiments, we often observe an
overly high θ1 leads to unstable suggestions or overly high θ2 leads
to too few price increases. Neither scenario is desired by most hosts.

Optionally for some low-demand listings, we may require that:

aθ1 + b <= θ2(a > 0) (15)

which requires θ2 to be proportionally large when θ1 is large, throt-
tling the frequencywithwhich high price suggestions are generated.
These constraints are mostly treated as fail-safes and corner-case

handlers to avoid unrealistic price suggestions when issues arise
during training. Hyper parameters are chosen on a global level or
on a few important listing cohorts to avoid over-tuning.

4.3.3 Stochastic Gradient Descent. Spark [17] is used to paral-
lelize the training. We train and update the models on a daily basis.
We use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [10] to optimize the
loss function. Mini-batches and a fast-decaying learning rate are
applied to regularize the model fitting. The constraints we adopt
can be trivially solved via a Euclidean distance projection onto the
constrained space as demonstrated in proximal algorithms [12].
This can be combined simply and effectively with SGD by carrying
out an unconstrained descent step and then projecting the updated
parameters back to the constrained space.

4.3.4 Training Data. Airbnb listings often experience obvious
demand changes across seasons. The training strategy is therefore
designed to focus more on the latest booking behaviors to better
reflect recent seasonal signals. While the booking probability model
is trained over the entire past year’s booking, the strategy model
leverages all future observed booking samples plus past a fewweeks’
bookings. Hyper parameter search and evaluation are carried out
using a pseudo forward-looking dataset where all forward-looking
nights have a known booking status but we mask out the “future”’
information to see if a certain learning setting can yield to ideal
results.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Offline Evaluation

5.1.1 Data set. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
strategy, we have run extensive offline evaluations. Assuming ds
is the date on which we made the price suggestions and ds_eval is
the date on which we collected the booking label, i.e. we consider
listing-night which got at least one booking request between ds and
ds_eval as positive samples and listing-night that were available
between ds and ds_eval, and didn’t get any booking requests and
which ds_night <= ds_eval as negative samples. Note that for non-
booked nights in the future (i.e. ds_night > ds), we don’t include
them in the evaluation since these nights may be booked in the
future. Fig. 12 shows examples of the three types of evaluation
samples.

Figure 12: Examples of training data (a) Realized night, pos-
itive sample. (b) Realized night, negative sample. (c) Unreal-
ized night, positive sample.
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dataset PDR BR
(a) +15.6% 5.74%
(b) +13.43% -6.38%
(c) +11.85% -7.5%

Table 2: Percentage gains of the strategy model compared to
a naive pricing strategy in offline evaluation.

We randomly sample about 10% of all listing-nights to form
our evaluation set. We choose the following ds and ds_eval for
evaluation.

(a) ds=2018-01-15, ds_eval=2018-02-04: the selected ds is in mid-
January which is high booking season for Airbnb. The distance
between ds and ds_eval is about three weeks.

(b) ds=2017-10-20, ds_eval=2017-11-11: in this set, we consider ds
in low booking season and the evaluation lead time is about three
weeks.

(c) ds=2017-10-20, ds_eval=2018-01-20: in this set, we consider a
longer ds to ds_eval window.

5.1.2 Comparison with a Naive Pricing Strategy. In this section,
we compare the performance of the proposed strategy model with
a naive pricing strategy that suggests prices that maximize the
expected revenue based on the demand curve generated by the
booking probability model introduced in Sec. 2.1. Table 2 shows the
relative performance gain of the strategy model. We can see that the
strategy model in general significantly improves both PDR and BR
metrics except for BR of dataset (a). The naive pricing strategy likely
suffers because it purely depends on the accuracy of demand curves
which are hard to estimate due to challenges pointed out in Sec. 2.1,
while as our approach leverages the latest booking information on
the platform to learn a demand-enhanced price that tries to avoid
“bad” suggestions.

5.2 Online Evaluation
The proposed strategy model has been deployed in production for
more than 1 year at Airbnb. The launch of the first iteration of the
strategy model yielded significant gains on bookings and booking
values for hosts who have adopted our suggestions. The proposed
set of offline metrics were also greatly improved over the previous
production model. Multiple iterations of the strategy model have
been experimented and launched into the production to futher
improve the quality of our price suggestions.

5.3 Spot Checking Price Suggestions
In addition to the quantitive evaluation, we also did qualitative
evaluation to check if our price suggestions are responsive to de-
mand change. In particular, we sampled the final price suggestions
generated on 2018-02-08 for future 120 nights. Fig. 13 and 14 show
how the average price suggestions vary over time2 for Tokyo and
Tahoe. For both markets, we see that there are strong weekly pat-
tern. Our model tends to suggest higher weekend prices. For the
Tokyo market, there is a strong spike from late March to early April,
which corresponds to the cherry blossom season. From these two
2Due to the sensitivity of the data, we did not include the absolute price suggestion
ranges.

examples, we see that our model can indeed capture the market
dynamics in a timely fashion.

Figure 13: Tokyo

Figure 14: Tahoe, CA

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described challenges of the dynamic pricing prob-
lem at Airbnb and presented a pricing strategy model that was
deployed in production to help Airbnb hosts set their prices more
effectively. Offline and online evaluation results show that the pro-
posed strategy model performs significantly better than a direct
max-rev pricing strategy. We are also actively working on improv-
ing the demand curve estimation. With more accurate demand
curve, we may revisit the direct revenue maximization strategy in
the future.
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